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Abstract: In this highly competitive and strategic world, data analysis is very much noteworthy for helping in better decision making process. Because of
the variety, velocity and volume of data, traditional data management tools are insufficient to handle the need of hour. These tools are inexpert to
manage unstructured and semi-structured data. To overcome these limitations various new database tools are introduced over the time which lead to the
category of NoSQL. The NoSQL databases provide a feasible query processing tool for data collections which are not structured. In this paper authors
emphasizes on what is NoSQL and why NoSQL gained popularity in the recent time, the review of various categories of NoSQL databases and will
accomplish that which database has the best performance under the specific requirements and scenario.
Index Terms: NoSQL, Key Value, Document Oriented, Graph based, Column Oriented, MongoDB, Unstructured data
——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION

2 WHY NOSQL?

Data Analysis is a significant tool utilized by the
organizations nowadays for accomplishing a superior and
procedural decision making process. In this process, the
companies make use of the previously stored records of
data and apply analytical tools on this data to predict and
achieve their future needs and thus accordingly build their
industrial strategies.[1] Since more and more data is being
collected in various forms, hence the tools that are used for
analyzing the data are also being developed and thus the
trend is moving towards the NoSQL type of the databases
which can successfully handle structured, unstructured and
semi-structured forms of data. In NoSQL, availability,
performance and concurrency are the new highlights
preferred over Relational Model while the ACID properties
are undermined.[1][2] No SQL (Not Only SQL) is nonrelational, open source, distributed database that has the
ability to scale out or scale horizontally and can deal with
the variety of datasets. Non-Relational databases are
versatile solution that is well adopted for varied data types.
It is used to deal with Big Data and other real time web
application information.[2] The benefit of NoSQL is that it is
an open source database i.e. its source code is accessible
to everyone and is allowed to utilize it with no overheads.
NoSQL doesn't utilize idea of ACID properties rather it
follows BASE (Basically, Available, Soft State and Eventual
consistency) which is weaker concurrency model than
ACID. The main idea behind this property is high availability
by compromising Consistency of the data. The
advancement to the NoSQL made the process of data
analysis much more flexible than it was before because it
was not only non-relational but its open source and
distributed nature provided its access to its users in a much
better way.[2][3] Different databases that come under this
classification are: Couch DB, Google's Big Data, Amazon's
Dynamo, Cassandra, HBase, MongoDB, Riak and so on.
One of the key highlights of NoSQL database is that it
supports data storage in different formats as per user’s
specific requirement or the availability of data.[3][4]

NoSQL can easily access and analyze the structured,
semistructured and unstructured. The several different data
model capabilities of NoSQL databases provide flexibility in
data handling under practical applicability. This is extremely
useful to developers while working with multichannel data
that is to be resolved into comparatively similar structures.
The most pertinent data models are documents, graphs,
key-values and wide-columns. Scalability feature of NoSQL
is very prominent over that of SQL in light of the fact that
unlike SQL, it is really simpler to scale out data in NoSQL.
In SQL, users are restricted because of master slave
architecture but in NoSQL, scalability can be as easy as
adding a new node to the cluster. This is because NoSQL
follows more of a peer-to-peer architecture with all the
nodes being the same in data topological hierarchy which
speeds up the read/ write operations and do not affect
overhead costs. The data stores in the NoSQL databases
need not necessarily be tables.[5] The multi-model
architecture of NoSQL helps them overcome a major
practical drawback of relational database management
systems i.e. their structural rigidity. Their flexible multimodel capabilities cannot be matched with relational
models. Since NoSQL follow a peer-to-peer architecture,
they perform the database management in a more
distributive manner than SQL which utilize centralized
application environment.[5][6] In relational databases,
although reliability of data is significantly more because of
centralization however access to the data is extremely slow.
In NoSQL, the data is readily available for read operations
to all the different nodes at the cost of maintenance of same
data with authenticity.[6] Another motivation to utilize
NoSQL is its feature of Zero Downtime. It implies that even
if one of the node fails, neither data is lost nor its
authenticity. This has been made possible by the master
less architecture of NoSQL which guarantees the presence
of multiple copies of data to various nodes. Even if a node
disconnects or gets corrupted, another node can always
help in debugging the data of corrupted node and provides
data to the subsidiaries of corrupted node.[7]

3 CATEGORIES OF NOSQL
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NoSQL (Not Only SQL) is non-relational, open source,
distributed databases that has the ability to scale out or
scale horizontally and can manage variety of datasets. It is
a versatile solution that is well adopted for different data
types. It is utilized to deal with Big Data and other real time
web application data. Different NoSQL databases use
various different methods for storing data in database.[7][8]
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Based on structure of data, the NoSQL is characterized into
four unique classes.
I.
Key-Value Data Store
II.
Column Oriented Data Store
III.
Document Oriented Data Store
IV.
Graph Based Data Store
3.1 Key-Value Data Store
This is the simplest form of data storage in which data is
stored in key-value pairs. Key is a unique identifier to each
record while value signifies the actual data stored for that
unique identifier. The key is stored as a string type variable
while the value can be absolutely any data type. This
category of NoSQL is extremely primitive way of handling
data and relates mostly in its different features with
relational databases. The major advantage is that key-value
type of storage is very easy to understand, schema free
and scalable. A key value data stores are like hash tables
where the keys are used as lists, that makes it quicker than
RDBMS. As such the data model is like a map or a
dictionary that allows the user to request the values
according to the key specified. These data stores prefer
high scalability over consistency. The Key-value data store
provides high concurrency, fast lookups and options for
mass storage.[2][3] The shortcomings of key-value data
store is the lack of schema that makes it significantly more
difficult to make custom perspectives on the data. The adhoc querying and analytics features like joins and
aggregate operations have also been omitted. Key-value
data stores can be used in situations where we need to
store a user’s session or a user’s shopping cart or to get
details like favorite products etc. [9]

Fig1: Key Value Data Store
Various Data Stores comes in the category of Key-Value
are as follows:
3.1.1 Redis
Redis was developed in C language and initially released in
2008. It is open source Key-Value data store in memory
data store. In-memory data store alludes that all the data of
Redis is stored in primary memory which make quicker
access for both read and write. If there isn’t sufficient space
in the primary memory, at that point some piece of the
database is swapped to disk using the Virtual memory.[5]
For better performance, Redis attempts to keep up
information in primary memory. It replicates all data from
master node to slave node asynchronously i.e. the slave
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node doesn't generally contain update information. While
the procedure of replication there is no provision of
particular selective replication of data. In Redis, specifying
the Number of replicas to reads and writes is not possible.
The slave node consistently listens to master node for
alteration. In the event that any new modification is
available in the mater node the slave node likewise update
consequently. Redis supports object level atomic updates to
achieve strong consistency that guarantees reliable
updates to each and every object that are atomic. It is
Eventual Consistent when read is performed from replica
node by Client and strong consistency in distributed
environment. [5][11]
3.1.2 Riak
Riak is open source Key Value data store developed in
Erlang and some of its part is developed in JavaScript. The
data is stored in Riak in the form of Keys and Values that
retrieves data much quicker and ensures consistency. It
provides high availability, scalability, fault tolerance and also
controls duplication. Riak scale with additional nodes and
consequently rebalance immediately at the hour of node
failure. Subsequently it ensures high availability and
reliability. It supports two methods of replication: Full and
Real time synchronize. Data between sites can be securely
replicated because it streams data through TCP connection
and support SSL. In Riak, large data objects are split into
blocks and write on clusters. By default Riak uses three
replicas for high availability. Information maintained across
location for replications are: user’s global information,
bucket information etc. When any change appears in the
primary cluster, it triggers updating to the secondary
clusters. In full synchronize method of replication from
primary site to secondary site, it is performed on
configurable interval and default interval which takes six
hours.[11]
3.2 Document-Oriented Data Store
A Document-oriented data store is used to store each
record and its associated data in a single document. This
type of data store is adaptable in nature as data is stored in
various documents. It supports scale horizontally and
provides more prominent execution while analyzing
enormous amount of data. Diﬀerent documents can have
diﬀerent ﬁelds and any number of ﬁelds can be added to
the documents efficiently without wasting space by adding
same empty ﬁelds to the other documents in a collection.
Each document thus acts as a record. It can handle various
complex data such as trees, dictionaries, collections etc.
One document can allude to other documents by referring
their object ids. This type of datastore is not good at
handling data containing relationships and data duplication.
[13] The Document-oriented data store support standard
formats such as XML, PDF, JSON etc. In relational
databases each record in the same database will have the
similar data fields and the data fields kept null where data
for that field is not available, however in the case of
document stores, each document may have the same or
different data. It is appropriate for the applications in which
available data is not in uniform sized fields; rather the data
is in the form of document having distinct characteristics.
[13][14]
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Fig2: Document –Oriented Data Store
Different Data Stores comes in the category of Documentoriented Data Store are:
3.2.1 MongoDB
MongoDB is an open source, cross platform, schema free,
document-oriented
databases
that
provides
high
performance, high availability, and sharding. This database
is written in C++ developed by 10gen. It intended to work
with commodity servers and used by organization of all
sizes from small to large scale. If the load increases in the
database new nodes are added that helps to retain the
performance of the database. MongoDB does not support
SQL but it has its own ad-hoc query language. It support
dynamic schemas and creates collections schema free and
structure of documents can easily be altered by adding or
deleting fields. MongoDB store documents as BSON
(Binary JSON), is binary object similar to JSON that are
used to store huge binary files like images and
videos.[5][13] MongoDB store data in collections as
opposed to table. Each collection holds the documents
which correspond to rows in tables. Each document has
distinctive number of fields that corresponds to the column
in table. Each document has an ID field that acts as a
primary key. MongoDB provide flexible data aggregation
and other operation on file of any size also it effectively
uses indexing on any attribute which helps to sort out
records quickly. It supports Map/Reduce framework. Map
function takes input and performs the operation and sends
smaller sections of input to other nodes. It processes the
input and sends it back to the Master Node and then master
node aggregates the results. It supports replication by using
primary node where primary node receives all write
operations and applies operation to all other occurrences.
MongoDB supports auto sharding, if load increases it
automatically distribute loads to other nodes.[9][13]
3.2.2 CouchDB
CouchDB is an open source NoSQL document-oriented
data store developed by Apache software foundation in
2005. It tends to be utilized both as a document database
as well as key-value database. It uses JSON (Java Script
Object Notion) to store data, JavaScript as its query
language and Map Reduce and HTTP based REST API.
Map/Reduce functions are used for creating views and
perform queries for data manipulation and HTTP-based
REST API helps to communicate with the database. It
provides powerful data mapping which allows user to query,
combine and filter information from data easily.[14]
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CouchDB has an exclusive feature of replication i.e. Multi
master Replication. During Replication process it compares
the source and destination document to find the distinction
between different documents. The same version of the
source and destination document is not written again. It
finishes the task of replication by feeding the changes in the
destination document. Replication process also generates
checkpoints on the destination document to synchronize the
updates.[15][16] This replication process however has a
drawback to the extent that it is unable to handle conflicts
between different versions of objects but this shortcoming
can easily be handled by using hash histories which use
revision id to identify the update of documents. CouchDB
does not support sharding mechanism inbuilt but can be
achieved by using two projects The Lounge and The
Cloudant. [17]
3.3 Column oriented Data Store
Column-oriented data store stores data in the tables by
Columns and performs better than traditional row oriented
database systems. The objective of Column oriented data
stores is to efficiently read and write data. This kind of data
store is especially implied for analytical purposes as used in
data warehouse and decision support etc. The column
oriented data stores are compatible with Map Reduce
framework, which speeds up processing of large amount of
data by sharing the problem with large number of systems.
The data stored in column oriented data store can be
aggregated rapidly and support scalability.
Column
oriented databases are best suited for data mining and
analytic applications.[2][5]

Fig3: Column-Oriented Data Store
Distinctive datastores of Column-oriented Data Store are:
3.3.1 HBase
HBase is Column Oriented NoSQL motivated by Google’s
BigTable and released in 2007. It is distributed columnoriented database with various inbuilt functionalities of
Hadoop that make it more advantageous than other
NoSQL. It is horizontally scalable and sharable across other
databases. HBase is column oriented database where the
table schema defines only column families. Each row in
HBase table is identified with the key. The three main
fundamental segments of HBase are: the master server,
region server and zookeeper which are an essential part of
its architecture which enables fast operations on
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data.[5][18] All the modules of HBase are developed in
Java and Testing of HBase modules are accomplished on
Linux-Systems. Replication technique utilized in HBase is
asynchronous replication where clusters are distributed
geographically and the connection between the clusters can
be offline. The rows inserted on the master cluster are not
replicated immediately to the slave clusters. So there is
weak level of consistency known as eventual consistency.
HBase replication on each region server is based on
HLogs. HBase supports the concept scaling by adding
more nodes to the cluster. This helps in reducing load on
the servers and speeds up both read and write operations
on the cluster.[19]
3.3.2 Cassandra
Cassandra is open source distributed database developed
by Apache using Java in 2008. Cassandra is both key-value
and column oriented data store. It is utilized to deal with
huge number of data that can be spread out over across
multiple servers. It provides high availability and with zero
point of failure. In Cassandra, each key has its
corresponding value and that values are also columns.
Columns are clustered together into column families.
Cassandra table is distributed having multidimensional map
indexed by key. Rows are recognized by key. It finds the
row fast as key is associated with the rows.[3][21]
Cassandra supports durability and high availability. Its
durability is ensured in the case of node failure and network
partition. There are various alternatives in Cassandra to
achieve replication and particular alternative is chosen
depending upon the replication policy. The zookeeper
performs the replication service that holds the metadata of
distributed application. It can be strict consistent data to
eventual consistent system. If follows strict consistent data
then it get latest data while any read request and old data is
sometimes, provided in the case of eventual consistent.
Sharding is the main design highlights of Cassandra that
scales dynamically when load increases.[22]
3.4 Graph Data Store
Graph database store is commonly applied in areas where
information about data is interconnected. Graph data stores
are the best way to represent and query connected data.
Graph databases store information that resembles more
closely to the ways humans think about data.[2][3] This kind
of data store is suitable for handling highly interconnected
enormous amount of data however it is not great at
horizontal scaling especially when related nodes are
distributed across machines. The Graph data can store and
easily handle interconnected large amount of data but does
not support the scalability.[22] Graph databases stores data
in the form of a graph which comprises of nodes and edges,
where nodes act as the objects and edges act as the
relationship between the objects. Every node in the graph
data store has direct pointer that point to the adjacent node.
This strategy is called index free adjacency. In a graph
databases, the connection between data is primarily
considered. It offers schema free and efficient storage of
unstructured and semi structured data. The main difficulty in
Graph database is to achieve sharding.

Fig4: Graph Data Store
3.4.1 Neo4J
Neo4j is graph based both open source and business
based. Neo4j is written in java yet it is also available in
other languages like Python, Ruby etc. It has the ability to
store nodes and relationships between nodes and provide
fast data retrieval and query processing. Node represents
the data entities.Neo4j performs traversing of large amount
of data that contain relationships between different data
easily. Data from Neo4j can be imported to Ms-Excel using
Py2neo. It supports ACID property which ensures
consistency. Neo4j also support replication for more
reliability but the cluster replication is synchronous in
nature. Neo4j database is applicable in solving problems
like fraud detection and social networks scenario.[22]

4. CONCLUSION
After this immense study, it can be concluded that analysis
tools are available for various kinds of data. Every analysis
tool specializes in one out of the four NoSQL formats (keyvalue, column oriented, document oriented and graph
oriented). There is no single No-SQL database till date that
can deal with a wide range of No-SQL data. Therefore
whenever the professionals choose the data analysis
application, they thoroughly look into the features of their
data and then select the datastore that highly correlates
with their data. It can be concluded from the above research
that the following table can be used to draw this correlation.
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5. FINDINGS
NoSQL Data Stores

Uses

Key-Value

The Key-value data store provides high concurrency, fast lookups and options for mass storage. Key-value
datastores are appropriate when relationships are not our issue, such as retrieving information about favorite
product names of customers, shopping carts, and a user's session.

Document Oriented

Document datastores are suitable when data is in document format. It is usually applied to applications
including documents of XML and JSON format.

Column Oriented

Column oriented data stores is utilized for efficiently read and write data. Column oriented databases are
most appropriate for data mining and analytic applications.

Graph

Graph data stores are designed to be suitable for representing heavily linked data and intensive
relationships such as social networks, geographical data.

Table1: Various categories of NoSQL and its use

NoSQL Data Models

Data Stores
Redis

Key_Value

Riak
MongoDB

Document Oriented

Column Oriented

Graph Based

CouchDB
HBase

Best use
It is preferable where data is rarely read but frequently updated because
it is very fast updating data.
Riak is more preferable where high availability is required as it is fault
tolerant and has zero point of failure.
Best utilized where frequent data modiﬁcation and dynamic querying is
often required.
Its favored where high availability, partition tolerance and concurrency
control is needed.
It is desirable where Random read/write from enormous Column
oriented database is required.

Cassandra

It provides high availability, partial tolerance, concurrency control and
writes frequently in column bases database architecture.

Neo4j

It suitable for representing heavily linked data and intensive
relationships.

Table 2: Different NoSQL and its best uses
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